Schools Are Opened With Forced Integration

Board Has Meeting On Situation

Meeting in special session late Tuesday, the Hillbros board of education deferred any specific action on the forced integration of colored pupils in the Washington and Webster Schools.

A total of 50 colored children—33 at Webster School and 17 at Washington—were called Tuesday morning when classes opened. Seventeen Negro children reported to the Lincoln School.

On Wednesday, 33 again reported to Webster, 18 at Washington and 15 at Lincoln. At Webter Wednesday, parents of the colored youngsters were permitted to stay in the classrooms.

School officials had been apprised that the move would be made by state representatives of the National Association for Advancement of Colored People. It came in the face of a request by the board of education that the colored children continue to use Lincoln School until two new elementary buildings are completed, when integration would be "easily and more logically" accomplished.

SEVERAL adult colored people appeared at the school with the children, many of them parents of the youngsters.

Several out-of-town newspapers were represented by photographers and reporters when doors of the school opened Tuesday. Among them were the Cleveland Plain Dealer, Cleveland Call and Post, a colored newspaper, Scripps-Howard chain and the Cincinnati Post. They apparently had been expecting some sort of protest or demonstration over the entry of the colored children into the other schools but none was made.
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A newsman cameraman from WLW television was in Hillsboro Wednesday to take some pictures showing the overcrowded conditions in the local schools. The film was shown on "Three City Final," Wednesday night.

The board, at its meeting, discussed several facets of the problem. They indicated that some re-distribution of the pupils between Washington and Webster Schools would have to be made in order to find seats for the youngsters. Benches will be needed in some rooms.

Board members indicated they were gravely concerned over the forced integration. "We still believe we made a reasonable request in asking them to use Lincoln School for two more years," one member said. "They interpret this to mean that we're against integration and that definitely is not true."

Board members charged that Hillsboro was being used as a testing ground by the state NAACP. They pointed out that in publicity in other papers it has never been emphasized that the upper six grades, grades 7 to 12, are integrated and have been for many years.

They pointed out that not all colored residents favor the integration at this time or "17 pupils wouldn't have reported to Lincoln School."

Total pupil count at Washington School Tuesday was 417. At Webster it was 453. Other pupils are expected to come in when full sessions get underway.

Meanwhile, this newspaper has received a letter from the "Citizens Committee of Hillsboro," which is comprised of colored residents. It reads as follows:

"Last week an erroneous statement was published in several papers regarding the situation existing in the public schools of Hillsboro, Ohio, on segregation. The statement was that the schools had already been integrated is false. No report whatsoever has been made by the superintendent of schools or the board to the Citizens Committee. Please publish this true statement in your paper."

No such statement has appeared in the Hillsboro papers.